
ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY ONLINE COURSE - SESSION 16 – FLUID 
ELECTROLYTE AND ACID-BASE BALANCE 

Fluid-Electrolyte – Electrolyte Imbalance 
 
Overview  
Electrolytes are salts in the body that conduct electricity and are found in the body, fluid, tissue, and 
blood. Examples are chloride, calcium, magnesium, sodium, and potassium. Sodium (Na+) is 
concentrated in the extracellular fluid between tissue cells and potassium (K+) is concentrated in the 
intracellular fluid within the blood vessels. Proper balance is essential for muscle coordination, heart 
function, fluid absorption and excretion, nerve function, and concentration.  
 
The kidneys regulate fluid absorption and excretion and maintain a narrow range of electrolyte fluctuation. 
Normally, sodium and potassium are filtered and excreted in the urine and feces according to the body’s 
needs. Too much or too little sodium or potassium, caused by poor diet, dehydration, medication, and 
disease, results in an imbalance. Too much sodium is called hypernatremia; too little is called 
hyponatremia. Too much potassium is called hyperkalemia; too little is called hypokalemia.  
 
Incidence and Prevalence  
Hyponatremia is the most common electrolyte imbalance. It is associated with kidney disease such as 
nephrotic syndrome and acute renal failure (ARF). Men and women with healthy kidneys have equal 
chances of experiencing electrolyte imbalance, and people with eating disorders such as anorexia and 
bulimia, which most often affect women, are at increased risk. Very young people and old people are 
affected more often than young adults.  
 
Hyponatremia Causes  
Hyponatremia is caused by conditions such as water retention and renal failure that result in a low sodium 
level in the blood.  
 
Pseudohyponatremia 
Occurs when too much water is drawn into the blood; it is commonly seen in people with hypoglycemia 
(low blood sugar).  
 
Psychogenic Polydipsia 
Occurs in people who compulsively drink more than four gallons of water a day.  
 
Hypovolemic Hyponatremia 
(With low blood volume due to fluid loss) Occurs in dehydrated people who rehydrate (drink a lot of water) 
too quickly, in patients taking thiazide diuretics, and after severe vomiting or diarrhea.  
 
Hypervolemic hyponatremia 
(High blood volume due to fluid retention) Occurs in people with liver cirrhosis, heart disease, or nephrotic 
syndrome. Edema (swelling) often develops with fluid retention.  
 
Euvolemic Hyponatremia 
(Decrease in total body water) Occurs in people with hypothyroidism, adrenal gland disorder, and 
disorders that increase the release of the antidiuretic hormone (ADH), such as tuberculosis, pneumonia, 
and brain trauma.  
 
Signs and Symptoms  
Symptoms of hyponatremia are related to the severity and the rate at which the conditions develop. The 
first symptoms are fatigue, weakness, nausea, and headache. More severe cases cause confusion, 
seizure, coma, and death.  
 
Treatment  
The goal of treatment is to restore electrolyte balance for proper hydration and use of total body fluid. 
Sodium deficiency must be corrected slowly because drastic change in sodium level can cause brain cell 
shrinkage and central pontine myelinolysis (damage to the pons region of the brain). Methods include:  

• Fluid and water restriction  

• Intravenous (IV) saline solution of 3% sodium  

• Salt tablets 



 
Acid-Base Balance – Introduction to History 
Our understanding of acid-base balance depends on numerous underlying inventions, discoveries and 
theories. Blood gas analysis is used frequently partly because it is now convenient, and partly because of 
the growth in our knowledge and understanding of acid base physiology.  
 
Interest in acid base balance stems from its physiologic importance, from fascination in a subject which 
has exercised and challenged scientific interest during the last century and, regrettably, from the 
requirement to set and pass examinations. 
 
The history has been presented as a book, The History of Blood Gases and Bases by Poul Astrup and 
John Severinghaus as well as summarized in their series of Review-Essays in the Journal of Clinical 
Monitoring (1985, 1986). 
 
The Bird's Eye-View, Two Components 
              
Respiratory 
When breathing is inadequate carbon dioxide (respiratory acid) accumulates. The extra CO2 molecules 
combine with water to form carbonic acid, which contributes to an acid pH. The treatment, if all else fails, 
is to lower the PCO2 by breathing for the patient using a ventilator.  
 
Metabolic 
When normal metabolism is impaired - acid forms, e.g., poor blood supply stops oxidative metabolism 
and lactic acid forms. This acid is not respiratory so, by definition, it is "metabolic acid." If severe, the 
patient may be in shock and require treatment, possibly by neutralizing this excess acid with bicarbonate, 
possibly by allowing time for excretion/metabolism.  
 
That's it! The whole of acid-base balance in six sentences. We also have to deal with low levels of 
metabolic and respiratory acid - and we will - but this overview should help keep the material in focus. 
 
Acid-Base Therapy: Respiratory Correction - Treating Acid-base Disturbances 
 
Emergency Therapy 
The body's metabolism produces respiratory (carbonic) acid and, in cardiorespiratory failure also 
produces metabolic (lactic) acid. In emergencies, therefore, it is usual to find that correction is required for 
metabolic or respiratory acidosis. 
 
Treating Respiratory Acidosis 
 
Respiratory Acidosis 
A physician decides to ventilate a patient to reduce the PCO2 level based on exhaustion, prognosis, 
prospect of improvement from concurrent therapy and, only in part, on the PCO2 level. Once the clinical 
decision is made, the PCO2 helps calculate the appropriate correction.  
 
The PCO2 reflects the balance between the production of carbon dioxide and its elimination. Unless the 
metabolic rate changes, the amount of carbon dioxide produced is roughly constant and determines the 
amount of ventilation required and the level of PCO2. 
 
Treating Acid-base Disturbances 
 
Emergency Therapy 
The body's metabolism produces respiratory (carbonic) acid and, in ischemia or cardiorespiratory failure, 
metabolic (lactic) acid. In emergencies, therefore, it is usual to find that correction is required for 
metabolic or respiratory acidosis. 
 
Treating Metabolic Acidosis 
The ideal treatment for metabolic acidosis is correction of the underlying cause. When urgency dictates 
more rapid correction, treatment is based on clinical considerations, supported by laboratory evidence. 
The best measure of the level of metabolic acidosis is the Standard Base Excess (SBE) because it is 
independent of PCO2. If it is decided to administer bicarbonate, the SBE and the size of the treatable 
space are used to calculate the dose required. 
 



The Cell Membrane 
The Cell Membrane provides a protected environment for the reactions which sustain life. It limits transfer 
of various substances, particularly those that are polar, or ionized. By contrast, water, lipid soluble 
substances, and dissolved gases pass freely. The composition of the cell depends upon the pH for two 
reasons: first, as the pH changes so will the degree of ionization and, hence, the concentration of ionized 
substances; second, if the degree of ionization changes greatly, a substance may cease to be ionized 
and will, therefore, cross the cell membrane more readily.  
 
The pH varies from one part of the cell to another and probably averages close to 7.0 at 37

o
C. This is 

much closer to neutral - which is pH 6.8 at 37
o
C - than the extracellular fluid. In practice we neither 

measure, nor directly treat, the pH inside the cell; we treat the extracellular fluid. 
 
Extracellular Fluid 
About 20% of the body water is extracellular fluid - typically 14 liters. This is the environment - the "Bath 
Water" which provides the cell's nutrition, oxygenation, waste removal, temperature, and alkalinity. 
Normal extracellular pH (7.4) is slightly alkaline and represents [H+] = 40 nmol/1. This is about 40% of the 
[H+] inside the cell, 100 nmol/1 (average pH = approximately 7.0). This concentration gradient favors 
hydrogen ion elimination from the cell but is counterbalanced by the intracellular potential of -60 mV, 
which tends to attract the hydrogen ion into the cell. 
 
"Treatable" Volume 
The "Treatable Volume" is larger than the extracellular fluid. The extracellular fluid is the principal part of 
the body being treated when alkali (or acid) is administered. If the cell membrane were completely 
impermeable, the extracellular fluid would be the only part of the body treated. Some equilibration, 
however, occurs between the cell and the extracellular fluid. It is, therefore, customary to treat a slightly 
larger volume.  
 
The treatable space is about 30% of the body water - typically about 21 liters. This is a useful 
approximation for emergency therapy. Over a longer period, however, equilibration continues between 
the intra- and extra- cellular fluid, which further increases the apparent size of the treatable space. In 
addition, there may be other sources of change during a period of therapy, because the body may be 
either correcting the abnormality or making it worse. 
 
Intracellular Fluid 
The intracellular fluid is a complex environment made up specialized regions with different functions. The 
pH varies from one part to another. It used to be assumed that the intracellular pH was approximately 
neutral (pH 6.8 at body temperature). However, measurements indicate that the average intracellular pH 
is slightly on the alkaline side of neutral, about pH 7.0. Sahlin et al (1997) showed that the intracellular pH 
in muscle in volunteers at rest was about 7.0 with a bicarbonate concentration of about 10.2 mMol/L. 
 
Acid Production & Compensation 
As fire makes smoke, so metabolism makes acid - CO2 and metabolic acids. The body's own regulators 
of acid-base balance are the lungs, liver and kidneys, which are responsible for excreting and 
metabolizing these acids. In acid-base disturbances, there is an imbalance between the quantity of acids 
produced and the body's ability to respond. The usual result is a characteristic, partial compensation. 
 
Acid Production 
The body's metabolism produces acid - which is released into the capillaries and makes the blood slightly 
more acidic. The blood arrives in the arterioles with a pH of 7.4 (equivalent to [H+] = 40 nMol/L) and 
leaves the venules with an average pH of 7.36 (equivalent to [H+] = 44 nMol/L).  
 
Hydrogen ions have been added to the blood from the interior of the cell which has an average pH around 
7.0 (equivalent to [H+] = 100 nMol/L). It is as though hydrogen ions falls down the steep gradient from the 
higher concentration in the cell to the more alkaline plasma outside.  
 
The acids produced are a) respiratory acids, in practice a single acid (CO2), and b) all other acids, non-
respiratory, which are by definition metabolic. The body's principle regulators of acid-base balance are the 
lungs and the kidneys, which excrete the respiratory and metabolic acids respectively. 
 
 
 
 



Acid Elimination 
 
Respiratory Acid 
The quantity of respiratory acid produced per day is easily calculated. Two hundred milliliters of carbon 
dioxide per minute is (0.2 * 60 * 24 =) 288 liters per day. Since each gram molecule of gas occupies 22.4 
liters at STP, approximately 12 moles of carbon dioxide are produced daily. This enormous quantity is 
matched to an appropriately powerful means of elimination - our lungs.  
 
Metabolic Acid 
By contrast very little metabolic acid is produced - normally only about 0.1 moles (100 mEq) of acid per 
day. This production is eliminated by the kidney or metabolized by the liver and, appropriately, their 
capacity is less than that of the lungs. Metabolic acids include lactic, pyruvic, and the keto-acids of 
diabetic acidosis.  
 
The Difference in Compensation 
 
Rapid Respiratory Compensation 
The power of the lungs to excrete large quantities of carbon dioxide enables them to compensate rapidly. 
Unless the respiratory system is diseased or depressed, metabolic disturbances stimulate a prompt 
response, i.e., metabolic acidosis and metabolic alkalosis normally elicit characteristic, partial respiratory 
compensation almost immediately.  
 
Slow Metabolic Compensation 
The smaller capacity of the kidneys corresponds to a relatively slower rate of compensation; a patient can 
be ventilated at an abnormal PCO2 for a day or two before the characteristic, partial compensation is 
achieved. In the operating room and in the emergency room, therefore, an abnormal PCO2 is not usually 
associated with a metabolic "compensation". When a metabolic acidosis or alkalosis is detected, 
therefore, it usually reflects either a separate metabolic disturbance, or compensation for a chronic 
respiratory problem. 
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NAME:      ______________________________________________________________ 

ADDRESS  ______________________________________________________________ 

PHONE:    ______________________________________________________________ 

FAX:      ______________________________________________________________ 

E-MAIL:    ______________________________________________________________ 

Please be sure to fill out the information above, complete the test and email or fax it back to us at 
iridology@netzero.net or 530-878-1119. We will grade your question and answer session and will let you 
know if we have any questions. 
 
Answer true or false to the following questions: 
 
1. The blood arrives in the arterioles with a pH of 7.6 and leaves the venules with an average pH of 

7.38. 
 
2. SBE stands for Standard Base Excess. 
 
3. When breathing is inadequate carbon dioxide accumulates. 
 
4. Hyponatremia is the least common electrolyte imbalance. 
 
5. Euvolemic Hyponatremia is a decrease in total body water. 
 
6. The kidneys regulate fluid absorption and excretion and maintain a narrow range of electrolyte 

fluctuation. 
 
7. Electrolytes are salts in the body that conduct electricity and are found in the body, fluid, tissue, 

and blood. 
 
8. Too little sodium is called hypernatremia. 


